
Milano Bedding for Villa Gabiano, Monferrato - Italy

Ancient charm, design and quality made in Italy come together in perfect harmony

The quality and comfort of the Milano Bedding sofa beds, beds and ottomans, a symbol of Italian
craftsmanship, have been chosen to furnish Villa Gabiano, a historic residence in Monferrato, in
Northern Italy, in the municipality of Gabiano, an exclusive location for spending holidays among
medieval architectural beauties and the renowned wineries in the area.

Villa Gabiano is a large building with an ancient charm, featuring an internal courtyards, antique
terracotta floors, vaulted brick ceilings and visible wooden beams. Its redevelopment, by Cesare Ferrari
Group, integrates the residence into the context, bringing together history and modernity in
exclusive and welcoming spaces, both private and common. Among the designer furnishings,
selected by the architect to further define the style of the place, there are several units of Milano
Bedding, dedicated to relaxation and rest.

In the living area there are two sofa beds: Dave, a corner unit in blue and white, for a result featuring
lightness, and Jeremie, designed by Eric Berthes, in white leather and blue wooden base, which, with
its particular daybed shape recalls the Art Déco style.

Hints of Art Déco can also be found in the bedrooms where the minimal style is enhanced with fine
details, such as the quilting of the Oscar maxi ottoman bed, ideal for pleasant moments of relaxation,
the Phuket double bed and Fiji single beds.

Milano Bedding, for almost 25 years, has been offering concrete solutions to specific needs. The
collaboration with architects and interior designers over time has become increasingly close, to give life
to unique projects, like this one of Villa Gabiano.
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www.villagabiano.com
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